
Army Basing Programme - Larkhill
and its potential impact on the

Stonehenge Summer Solstice
Sunrise Alignment

Background

The Secretary of State for Defence announced in March 2013 the Regular Army Basing Programme (ABP). This 
sets out the future permanent arrangements for the Army as units move back to the UK from Germany and 
restructures to deliver its future operating model, via the Army 2020 strategic programme. 

This includes a concentration of moves in the Salisbury Plain area. The Defence Infrastructure Organisation  
(DIO) has been liaising closely with Wiltshire Council since mid 2012 on preparing and planning for these  
moves.

How this may affect Stonehenge

The following pages detail how two of the potential areas for development would - if adopted - result in new  
buildings being constructed across the Summer Solstice Sunrise alignment as seen from the centre of  
Stonehenge.

If you, like me, feel that this would amount to an unforgivable encroachment on the World Heritage Site then  
may I urge you to consider the evidence presented in the rest of this document and submit your 
comments before 1st April 2014 using the contact details provided below.

Simon Banton
March 2014

Consultation

Consultation on Masterplan approach including preferred and potential sites for Service Family  
Accommodation:

• 19th February to 1st April 2014:

6 week Public Consultation including exhibitions (staffed on dates shown) at: 

• Amesbury Library (24 Feb & 18 Mar) 
• Tidworth Library (25 Feb & 19 Mar)
• Durrington Library (24 Feb & 19 Mar)
• Salisbury Library (25 Feb & 18 Mar) 

Comments

Comments during the consultation process can be emailed to DIO-ArmyBasing@mod.uk or posted to:

FREEPOST RTGX-TXYU-AXSL
Army Basing Salisbury Plain 
Ropemaker Court
11 Lower Park Row
Bristol BS1 5BN
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The presentation material “Consulting for a masterplan: stakeholder presentation” supplied on the 
Government consultation website (https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/salisbury-plain-training-area-
master-plan-army-basing-programme) contains within it the following plan indicating the sites under 
consideration for development.

The “Potential Sites” labelled L2 and L13b lie across the alignment of the Summer Solstice Sunrise as seen  
from the centre of Stonehenge.

Stonehenge is the focus of a World Heritage Site of enormous cultural importance. It is internationally famous,  
instantly recognisable and the solstitial alignment of the monument is intrinsic to its original purpose.

To propose building across this alignment invites a global storm of protest from groups as diverse as heritage  
bodies, astronomers, prehistorians, UNESCO, religious orders and the wider public.

The MoD needs to demonstrate that it is fully sensitive to the World Heritage Site in order to avoid the  
potential outrage and reputational damage, not only to itself but also to Britain in the eyes of the world.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/282638/AB_Presentations_29-01-14_collated_final_v8_1.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/salisbury-plain-training-area-master-plan-army-basing-programme
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/salisbury-plain-training-area-master-plan-army-basing-programme


When Larkhill Aerodrome was first established in the early 20 th Century, a series of aeroplane sheds was built 
along the east side of Wood Road. 

These early military and civilian aviators were keenly aware of their responsibility and so a wide space was  
deliberately left between the aeroplane sheds at the north end and those further south in order to allow the  
Summer Solstice Sunrise to continue to shine unobstructed down to Stonehenge.

This space became known as the Sun Gap.

“... There was a deliberate ‘sun gap’ between the civilian and military sheds, left to allow the rising sun’s rays to strike 
Stonehenge on the summer solstice ...”

Source: Cross and Cockade International, The First World War Aviation Historical Society,  
Gazetteer of Flying Sites Part 12. Sun Gap annotation by Simon Banton

Overlay of MoD Larkhill Basing Plan and 1912 Map of Larkhill Aeroplane Sheds



Composite showing: Google Earth background overlaid with MoD Larkhill Basing Plan and the 1912 Map of Larkhill Aeroplane Sheds;
the original Stonehenge Axis Alignment (purple line) as determined by Sir Norman Lockyer (1902);

and the direction of Summer Solstice Sunrise (yellow lines) as seen from Stonehenge in the modern era.

Potential sites L2 and L13b clearly obstruct the Summer Solstice Sunrise alignment.

Although the original Sun Gap is now obstructed by tall trees along Wood Road, Tombs Road and the western  
edge of the plantation north of Fargo Road, the possibility presently exists that the Summer Solstice Sunrise  
sightline from Stonehenge to the Larkhill horizon could be fully restored.

This possibility will be entirely removed if the Larkhill Basing Plan sites L2 and L13b are built upon.

The MoD should follow in the honourable tradition of those early military and civilian aviators who recognised  
and respected the importance of the sightline to Stonehenge and abandon the plans to build across it.

Furthermore, it should take this opportunity to restore the original Summer Solstice Sunrise sightline entirely.

In fact, the current obstructions should never have been permitted in the first place.

In 1970 a Concordat (see Appendix 1) was agreed between the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Public  
Building and Works which stated:

“The Ministry of Defence have a requirement for a School of Artillery at Larkhill for as long as can be foreseen. In addition to the 
buildings now being erected, this Army Establishment may require further buildings or structures.

However, it is the long term objective of the Ministry of Public Building and Works that no buildings or large tree plantings  
should be visible from Stonehenge.” (emphasis added)

“The Ministry of Defence will take no action which would increase the obtrusion of existing buildings and structures on the 
landscape as seen from Stonehenge.”

It went on to define a boundary line, south of which nothing over 5m would be permitted and north of which  
nothing (when not hidden from Stonehenge by land contours) over 9m would be permitted.



Boundary line from 1970 Concordat between MoD and the Ministry of Public Building and Works

The trees presently obstructing the sightline are in excess of 15m tall.

While I recognise and accept that there is genuine need for additional housing and facilities for Army  
personnel under the Basing Programme, it is now time for the MoD to re-commit itself to its honourable 100 
year old recognition of the importance of the Summer Solstice Sunrise alignment and also to abide by the  
terms of its 44 year old agreement not to obtrude on the landscape as seen from Stonehenge.

To that end I hope that sites L2 and L13b will be ruled out of consideration and I further hope that a clearance  
of the obstructions along the line of the Sun Gap and through the other plantation will be considered as a  
worthwhile endeavour for the not too distant future.

Simon Banton
5th March 2014



Appendix 1
Concordat between Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Public Building and Works, 1970



Appendix 1 (continued)
Concordat between Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Public Building and Works, 1970



Appendix 2
Illustration and discussion of the present situation due to obstruction of the Summer Solstice Sunrise sightline by tree growth

The Sun Gap was originally created in order that the natural horizon would remain unobstructed along a strip some 200 yards long 
at the highest point on Larkhill in the direction of Summer Solstice Sunrise.

At the time the horizon there was completely bare of trees, allowing “first gleam” of the Sun to be viewed from the centre of 
Stonehenge, appearing to the left of the tip of the Heelstone as it had done for the preceding 4,500 years.

The height of the obstructing trees that have grown up in the last 50-odd years has the effect of increasing the apparent horizon 
altitude by approx 0.5°. This displaces sunrise from its intended position so that “first gleam” is now to the right of the Heelstone.

Low angle shot showing original position of “first gleam” on the Axis alignment 2,500BC 
and where it would be in our era if the trees obstructing the sightline were not there.

The approximate span of the original “Sun Gap” is indicated by the black arrowed bracket.

Sunrise on 24th June 2013 showing offset “first gleam” due to tree-obstructed horizon in the direction of the “Sun Gap”


